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Abstract
Inspired from the recent developments in theories of non-wellfounded syntax (coin-
ductively deﬁned languages) and of syntax with binding operators, the structure
of algebras of wellfounded and non-wellfounded terms is studied for a very general
notion of signature permitting both simple variable binding operators as well as op-
erators of explicit substitution. This is done in an extensional mathematical setting
of initial algebras and ﬁnal coalgebras of endofunctors on a functor category. In the
non-wellfounded case, the fundamental operation of substitution is more beneﬁcially
deﬁned in terms of primitive corecursion than coiteration.
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1 Introduction
Moss [26], Aczel, Ada´mek et al. [5,4], and Ghani et al. [17,16] have recently
given a rather complete categorical analysis of non-wellfounded syntax, i.e.,
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languages coinductively determined by universal-algebraic signatures. Fiore,
Plotkin and Turi [15], at the same time, have provided a categorical account
of syntax with variable binding a` la de Bruijn [13] building on a suitable
generalization of universal algebra—the theory of binding algebras [3,29,31].
In both lines of work, one of the ﬁrst things done is checking that all is well
with substitution. The language induced by a signature has to carry a unique
operation exhibiting what are, in the setting studied, considered to be the
characteristic properties of substitution. These properties have to guarantee
that the operation, whenever uniquely existing, veriﬁes what are known as the
syntactic substitution lemmata or, in categorical terms, the laws of a monad.
In the present article, we take a step towards combining these two direc-
tions of categorical analysis of syntax. In the setting of initial algebras and ﬁ-
nal coalgebras of endofunctors on a functor category, we look at substitution in
both wellfounded and non-wellfounded syntax for a very general notion of sig-
nature allowing, in addition to simple variable binding operators, also explicit
substitution operators (as an example, we consider what we call the explicit
ﬂattening operator). The technical contribution of the work consists of deﬁni-
tions of heterogeneous signature and substitution system for a heterogeneous
signature, and proofs that a substitution system for a heterogeneous signature
always gives a monad and both the wellfounded and non-wellfounded syntax
given by a heterogeneous signature form a substitution system. The latter
proofs are made short by appealing to “generalized iteration” (a version of
the generalized folds scheme of [11]) and primitive corecursion as pre-justiﬁed
principles for constructing unique morphisms from and to carriers of initial
algebras and ﬁnal coalgebras.
The article is largely motivated by our interest in the design of useful typed
lambda calculi supporting inductive and coinductive constructors of higher
kinds. Any reasonable such calculus should certainly be good for represent-
ing and manipulating syntax with variable binding; this is one of the obvious
applications to try. We are therefore speciﬁcally interested in constructions
working well also in type-theoretical systems where the primary concern is
intensional reductions rather than extensional equality. There, a program
employing an advanced recursion or corecursion scheme often exhibits a re-
duction behavior very diﬀerent from a version relying on an extensionally valid
reduction to iteration or coiteration (a well-known example is programming
the number-theoretic predecessor function: one has to use primitive recursion
to achieve the desirable reduction behavior, iteration is not enough). These
issues will be discussed in detail elsewhere.
As related work, we mention the following. The rank 2 inductive con-
structor representation of the lambda calculus syntax in the de Bruijn version
in either a functional language or a typed lambda calculus is implicit in [9]
and appears explicated in [12,7]. In the functional programming community,
also the general theory of heterogeneous, non-uniform or nested datatypes
(recursive constructors of rank 2) is currently on the research agenda, see
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[10,11,20,27]. Typed lambda calculi featuring heterogeneous and higher kind
inductive and coinductive constructors are the topic of [23,1,2]. A very acces-
sible extended presentation of aspects of Fiore, Plotkin and Turi’s work [15]
appears in [14]. Hofmann [21] has given a category-theoretic explanation of
the higher-order abstract syntax approach to variable binding [19,28].
To defend our engagement with non-wellfounded syntax, we also refer to
some uses of this ﬂavor of syntax. In proof theory, Mints’ work [24] from the
1970s on the normalization of inﬁnite derivations (continuous normalization)
has recently been revived by him and others [25,6]. In rewriting, ongoing
work on inﬁnitary or coinductive lambda calculus [22,30] explains aspects of
the model theory of the ordinary lambda calculus. Finally, also the syntax
of Girard’s Ludics [18], the language of designs, is non-wellfounded (think of
FAX).
The article is structured as follows. We begin in Sect. 2 by reviewing the
necessary preliminaries: generalized iteration, primitive corecursion, and some
speciﬁcs about initial algebras and ﬁnal coalgebras of endofunctors on functor
categories. In Sect. 3, we recapitulate the known facts that a substitution
system for a universal-algebraic signature gives a monad and that both the
wellfounded and non-wellfounded syntax given by a universal-algebraic signa-
ture form a substitution system. In Sect. 4 (the central section), we deﬁne
heterogeneous signatures and substitution systems for heterogeneous signa-
tures and reprove the statements of Sect. 3 for these concepts. In Sect. 5, we
list some conclusions and goals for future work.
2 Preliminaries
We begin by reviewing generalized iteration, primitive corecursion, and some
facts about initial algebras and ﬁnal coalgebras of endofunctors on functor
categories.
2.1 Generalized iteration, primitive corecursion
For an endofunctor F on a category C, we let (µF, inF ) denote its initial algebra
(if it exists) and (νF, outF ) denote its ﬁnal coalgebra (if it exists). Iteration
and coiteration, the basic principles for constructing unique morphisms from
µF and to νF , are immediate consequences from the initiality resp. ﬁnality of
(µF, inF ) and (νF, outF ). Iteration says that, for any C-morphism ϕ : FX →
X, there exists a unique C-morphism h : µF → X, denoted ItF (ϕ ), such that
F (µF )
Fh

inF µF
h

FX ϕ X
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Coiteration, dually, asserts that, for any C-morphism ϕ : X → FX, there is a
unique C-morphism h : X → νF , denoted CoitF (ϕ ), such that
FX
Fh

X
ϕ
h

F (νF ) νFoutF

Often, however, it is practical to make use of more advanced recursion and
corecursion schemes whose validity is not entirely immediate. We shall need
“generalized iteration”, which states the following. Given an endofunctor G
on a category C′, a functor L : C → C′ with a right adjoint R and a natural
transformation θ : L ·F → G ·L between functors from C to C′. Then, for any
C′-morphism ϕ : GX → X, there exists a unique C′-morphism h : L(µF )→ X,
denoted ItL,θF,G(ϕ ), such that
L(F (µF ))
θµF 
LinF L(µF )
h

G(L(µF ))
Gh 
GX ϕ X
The h characterized by the property above is
ItL,θF,G(ϕ ) = εX ◦ L ItF (R(ϕ ◦GεX ◦ θRX) ◦ ηF (RX) )
where η is the unit and ε the counit of the adjunction.
In [11], section 6.2, a slightly more general result is shown where G, θ and
ϕ are replaced by a natural transformation Ψ : C′(L−, X) → C′(L(F−), X)
between functors Cop → Set (the particular Ψ corresponding to our G, θ, ϕ
is deﬁned by Ψ(f) = ϕ ◦ Gf ◦ θA for f : LA → X). On the other hand,
our decomposition hints at how to ﬁnd examples and resembles more the
traditional-style iteration in that it refers to a G-algebra structure ϕ for some
functor G (where in most examples, G = F ).
We shall also make use of primitive corecursion, see, e.g., [33]. If C has
binary sums, then for any C-morphism ϕ : X → F (X + νF ), there exists a
unique C-morphism h : X → νF , denoted CorecF (ϕ ), such that
F (X + νF )
F [h,idνF ]

X
ϕ
h

F (νF ) νFoutF

The one and only h with the requested property is
CorecF (ϕ ) = CoitF ( [ϕ, F inrX,νF ◦ outF ] ) ◦ inlX,νF
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2.2 Initial algebras, ﬁnal coalgebras of partial applications of bifunctors vs.
of functors on functor categories
Given a functor F : C ×D → D, every C-object A determines an endofunctor
F |A on D given by (F |A)X = F (A,X). It is easy to observe that, if initial
algebras exist for all of them, then, setting (µˆF )A = µ(F |A), (ıˆnF )A = inF |A,
we get an algebra (µˆF, ıˆnF ) of an endofunctor [F ] on the functor category [C,D]
given by ([F ]X)A = F (A,XA). But this is not all: (µˆF, ıˆnF ) is, in fact, an
initial algebra of [F ], with the A-component of the iterative extension of any
given [F ]-algebra (X,ϕ) given as the iterative extension of the (F |A)-algebra
(XA,ϕA).
Under a reasonable additional condition, this existence result also holds
in the opposite direction. Provided that C is locally small and D has powers
indexed by homsets of C, if an initial [F ]-algebra exists, then ((µ[F ])A, (in[F ])A)
are initial (F |A)-algebras; the iterative extension of an (F |A)-algebra (X,ϕ)
is constructed as πX(idA) ◦ (It[F ]( ϕ¯ ))A where ϕ¯ is an [F ]-algebra structure on∏
f∈C(−,A)X deﬁned by (ϕ¯)A′ = 〈ϕ ◦ F (f, πX(f))〉f∈C(A′,A).
Dual statements may be made about ﬁnal coalgebras for F |A vs. [F ]. The
existence of ﬁnal (F |A)-coalgebras follows from the existence of a ﬁnal [F ]-
coalgebra in case C is locally small and D has copowers indexed by homsets
of C.
2.3 A special case of generalized iteration
For an endofunctor F on a functor category [C,D] with an initial algebra, the
following recursion scheme is a special case of generalized iteration. Given
an endofunctor G on a functor category [C′,D], a functor Z : C′ → C such
that the reduction functor − · Z : [C,D] → [C′,D] has a right adjoint (the
right Kan extension RanZ Y along Z exists for any functor Y : C′ → D),
and a natural transformation θ : (F−) · Z → G(− · Z) between functors
[C,D] → [C′,D]. Then, for any [C′,D]-morphism ϕ : GX → X, there exists a
unique [C′,D]-morphism h : µF · Z → X such that
F (µF ) · Z
θµF 
inF ·Z µF · Z
h

G(µF · Z)
Gh 
GX ϕ X
The same kind of specialization is carried out in [11], yielding “generalized
folds” which, again, are potentially more general but, as a rule scheme, less
informative.
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3 Wellfounded and non-wellfounded term algebras
We now proceed to discussing the properties of substitution in wellfounded and
non-wellfounded term algebras. Categorically, these are the initial (A+H−)-
algebras resp. inverses of the ﬁnal (A+H−)-coalgebras for diﬀerent objects A
for an endofunctorH on a category C (where, in universal algebra, C = Set and
H is polynomial). For the purposes of modular presentation, however, we ﬁrst
introduce the concept of substitution system, cf. [4]. This concept is usable as
a basis for a uniform treatment of not only wellfounded and non-wellfounded
terms, but also term equivalence classes (w.r.t. a system of equations), term
graphs, rational terms etc.
Deﬁnition 3.1 Given an endofunctor H on a category C with ﬁnite coprod-
ucts. For any assignment A → (TA, αA) of some (A +H−)-algebra to every
C-object A, the |C|-indexed family α of morphisms αA : A + H(TA) → TA
decomposes into two |C|-indexed families η, τ of morphisms ηA : A → TA,
τA : H(TA)→ TA deﬁned by
ηA = αA ◦ inlA,H(TA) and τA = αA ◦ inrA,H(TA)
We say that (T, α) is a substitution system for H, if, for every morphism
f : A → TB, there exists a unique morphism h : TA → TB, denoted f ,
satisfying
A+H(TA)
αA
(=[ ηA,τA ])

idA+Hh

TA
h

A+H(TB)
[ f,τB ] TB
i.e., A
ηA 
f





 TA
h

H(TA)
τA
Hh

TB H(TB)
τB
Intuitively, if an assignment (T, α) of an (A+H−)-algebra to every object
A is a substitution system, then TA is, in some (possibly quite metaphori-
cal) sense of the word ‘term’, the set of H-terms over variables from A, ηA is
insertion of variables, τA is insertion of operator applications and − is substi-
tution. For any morphism f : A→ TB (a substitution rule), the morphism f 
(the corresponding substitution function) is by our deﬁnition required to be a
unique morphism agreeing with f on variables and commuting with operator
applications.
Having a substitution system implies having a monad: the monad laws are
valid properties of substitution.
Theorem 3.2 If an assignment (T, α) of an (A + H−)-algebra to every C-
object A forms a substitution system, then (T, η,−) is a monad (in Kleisli
form).
Proof. The monad law (i) f  ◦ ηA = f (f : A→ TB) is immediate; the laws
(ii) ηA
 = idTA, (iii) (g
 ◦ f) = g ◦f  (f : A→ TB, g : B → TC) are veriﬁed
straightforwardly. ✷
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Note that the second and third law are actually the well-known syntactic
lemmata of substitution.
We are interested in two examples: the initial (A+H−)-algebras for diﬀer-
ent objects A, i.e., the algebras of wellfounded H-terms over diﬀerent variable
supplies, and the inverses of the ﬁnal (A+H−)-algebras, i.e., the algebras of
non-wellfounded H-terms. In the case of wellfounded H-terms, the presence
of a substitution system and a monad is immediate.
Theorem 3.3 If C has an initial (A +H−)-algebra for every object A, then
(T, α) deﬁned by
(TA, αA) = (µ(A+H−), inA+H−)
is a substitution system and hence (T, η,−) is a monad (as is known since
[8], it is even the free monad generated by H).
Proof. (Trivial, but useful to record for comparison with Thms. 3.4, 4.3.)
(T, α) is a substitution system with
f  = ItA+H−( [ f, τB ] ) for f : A→ TB
since the right-hand side is, for a given f , by the characterization of iteration
(initiality) the unique solution in h of the square
A+H(TA)
αA 
idA+Hh

TA
h

A+H(TB)
[ f,τB ] TB
but that is also the square that f  is supposed to be the unique solution in h
of. ✷
The example of non-wellfounded H-terms, investigated in Moss [26] and
Aczel et al. [5], is considerably more interesting. Substitution is deﬁnable also
for non-wellfounded H-terms, but the deﬁnition is not as simple any more as
for wellfounded H-terms.
Theorem 3.4 (The substitution theorem of [26,5]) If C has a ﬁnal (A+
H−)-coalgebra for every object A, then (T, α) deﬁned by
(TA, αA) = (ν(A+H−), out−1A+H−)
is a substitution system.
Proof. The substitution operation is conveniently deﬁnable with the help of
primitive corecursion by
f  = CorecB+H−( [ (idB +H inrTA,TB) ◦ α−1B ◦ f, inr ◦H inlTA,TB ] ◦ α−1A ) )
for f : A→ TB
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The right-hand side is, for any given f , by the characterization of primitive
corecursion, the unique solution in h of the outer square in the diagram
(∗)
B +H(TA+ TB)
idB+H[h,idTB ]

A+H(TA+ TB)
[ (idB+H inrTA,TB)◦α−1B ◦f,inr ]

idA+H[h,idTB ]

A+H(TA)
idA+H inlTA,TB

idA+Hh


**
αA
TA
α−1A

h

A+H(TB)
[α−1B ◦f,inr ]


[ f,τB ]





B +H(TB)
αB TB
α−1B

The left-hand side, i.e., f , must, at the same time, be the unique solution of
the inner square marked (**). But (**) commutes for an h if and only if the
outer square of (*) does. ✷
Substitution is, of course, also deﬁnable from the ﬁrst principles (ﬁnality)
without making use of primitive corecursion. Notably, however, the correct-
ness proof is then more involved and the complications amount to nothing
else than an implicit justiﬁcation of an instance of primitive corecursion. This
means that it adds to the clarity and modularity of the proof, if primitive
corecursion is justiﬁed ﬁrst in its generality and only then used. In a type-
theoretic system, moreover, only the deﬁnition using primitive corecursion
gives the right reduction behavior.
4 A generalization for variable binding
While the terms of a universal-algebra signature are deﬁnable for all possible
supplies of variables independently, this is no longer so in the presence of vari-
able binding operators. If a lambda term over a given supply of variables A is
a lambda abstraction, then the body is a lambda term over 1+A, not over A:
it has (potentially) one free variable more. Hence the lambda terms have to
be deﬁned as an inductive family for all possible supplies of variables simul-
taneously; they are an example of what is called a heterogeneous datatype.
In category-theoretic terms, this means a shift from a |C|-indexed (functorial)
family of initial algebras of endofunctors on some base category C (normally
Set) to an initial algebra of an endofunctor on [C, C]. For lambda calculus,
this has been worked out in [12,7] and of course also in [15]. The lambda
calculus syntax is the initial algebra of the endofunctor F on [C, C] given by
(FX)A = A+XA×XA+X(1+A) or, equivalently, FX = Id+X×X+X ·∆
where ∆A = 1 + A: set (T, α) = (µF, inF ), then TA represents the lambda
terms with free variables taken from A and αA : A+TA×TA+T (1+A)→ TA
gives the constructions for variables, application and lambda abstraction. The
non-wellfounded version is given by the inverse of the ﬁnal coalgebra of the
same functor F . In Sect. 2.2, we saw that the initial F (A,−)-algebras for
diﬀerent A’s for F : C ×C → C given by F (A,X) = A+KX with K an endo-
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functor on C are essentially the same as the initial algebra of F ′ : [C, C]→ [C, C]
given by (F ′X)A = A+K(XA), i.e., F ′X = Id+K ·X. Hence, wellfounded
syntax without variable binding admits both the view discussed in the previ-
ous section and an alternative view extensible to treat also the lambda calculus
syntax; a similar statement applies to non-wellfounded syntax.
Given these considerations, it is a natural goal to look for a notion of signa-
ture based on endofunctors on functor categories which accounts for variable
binding and is as general as possible so that the project of the previous section
can still be carried out. While a signature in Sec. 3 was any endofunctor K
on C and a substitution system was (essentially) an (Id+K · −)-algebra, here
we would rather like to see that a substitution system is an (Id+H−)-algebra
where H is some endofunctor on [C, C] (most likely not every H would be
acceptable, but, e.g., H given by HX = K · X should be in order to cover
the classical results). One possible “heterogeneous” notion of signature—the
proposal of this article—is that of an endofunctor on [C, C] together with a
strength-like additional datum. We give ﬁrst the deﬁnition and then some
justiﬁcation. Recall that a pointed endofunctor on C is an endofunctor Z on
C together with a natural transformation e : Id → Z; a pointed functor mor-
phism from (Z, e) to (Z ′, e′) is a natural transformation f : Z → Z ′ between
endofunctors on C such that f ◦ e = e′. We write Ptd(C) for the category of
pointed endofunctors on C and U for the forgetful functor Ptd(C)→ [C, C].
Deﬁnition 4.1 Given a category C with ﬁnite coproducts and an endofunctor
H on [C, C] together with a natural transformation θ : (H−)·U∼ → H(−·U∼)
between functors [C, C]×Ptd(C)→ [C, C] such that
θX,(Id,idId) = idHX
θX,(Z′·Z,e′·e) = θX·Z′,(Z,e) ◦ (θX,(Z′,e′) · Z)
For any (Id+H−)-algebra (T, α), the [C, C]-morphism α decomposes into two
[C, C]-morphisms η : Id → T , τ : HT → T deﬁned by
η = α ◦ inlId,HT and τ = α ◦ inrId,HT
We call (T, α) a heterogeneous substitution system for (H, θ), if, for every
Ptd(C)-morphism f : (Z, e) → (T, η), there exists a unique [C, C]-morphism
h : T · Z → T , denoted {f}(Z,e), satisfying
Z + (HT ) · Z
idZ+θT,(Z,e) 
α·Z T · Z
h

Z +H(T · Z)
idZ+Hh 
Z +HT
[ f,τ ] T
i.e., Z
η·Z 
f







 T · Z
h

(HT ) · Zτ·Z
θT,(Z,e)
H(T · Z)
Hh
T HT
τ
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The operation {−} is the substitution operation of the generalized substi-
tution system.
Deﬁnition 4.1 appears satisfactory in several ways. First of all, it covers
our examples.
• For an endofunctor K on C seen as a homogeneous signature, the equivalent
heterogeneous signature is (H, θ) where (HX)A = K(XA) and (θX,(Z,e))A =
idK(X(ZA)).
• The lambda calculus signature is captured in (H, θ) where (HX)A = XA×
XA+X(1 +A) and (θX,(Z,e))A = idX(ZA)×X(ZA) +X[ e1+A ◦ inl1,A, Z inr1,A ].
Moreover, we can also capture, e.g., the signature with one “normal” binary
operator and an operator of “explicit ﬂattening” (formal ﬂattening) which
takes terms whose variables are terms over A to terms over A. For this, one
sets (HX)A = XA × XA + X(XA), (θX,(Z,e))A = idX(ZA)×X(ZA) + XeX(ZA).
Both in this and the previous example, it is crucial for the deﬁnition of θ that
θ is parametrized in a pointed functor (Z, e), not just a functor Z. Checking
that the characteristic property of substitution is what one would expect is
straightforward in both cases.
By replacing X(XA) by
∫ B∐
f∈C(B,XA)XB, the “explicit ﬂattening” op-
erator can be changed into an “explicit substitution” operator taking a term
over some supply of variables B and an assignment of a term over A to every
element of B (a substitution rule) to a term over A.
Combination of lambda abstraction and “explicit ﬂattening” is possible as
the requirements for θ are modular in the sense that these natural transfor-
mations can be provided separately for every summand of H.
There is also an instructive non-example adequately ﬁltered out by Def. 4.1:
the example of powerlists (also discussed in [2]). Powerlists, that is, all lists
whose length is 2n for some n, are represented the initial (Id + H−)-algebra
for H given by (HX)A = X(A× A). There are two candidates for θ deﬁned
by (θX,(Z,e))A = X(Z〈idA, idA〉 ◦ π) : X(ZA × ZA) → X(Z(A × A)), with π
either the left or the right projection, but both fail to meet the ﬁrst condition
on θ. This is, however, how things should be, since what is substitution for
lists does not qualify as substitution for powerlists: it does not maintain the
constraint that the length of a list may only be a power of 2.
Deﬁnition 4.1 is also good in that every substitution system implies a
monad and both the wellfounded and the non-wellfounded syntax generated
by a signature are substitution systems.
The proof that a substitution system implies a monad reveals why it makes
sense to require θX,(Z,e) to be deﬁned for any pointed functor (Z, e) instead
of just for (T, η) and why it then has to be natural in (Z, e) and satisfy the
two conditions. It also clariﬁes that parameterizing θ in a monad instead of
a pointed functor would not work: in the proof, we need the component of
θ with Z := T , but for T we are just aiming at showing that it carries a
monad structure. With a pointed functor parameter, we avoid this potential
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circularity.
Theorem 4.2 If an (Id + H−)-algebra (T, α) forms a heterogeneous substi-
tution system, then (T, η, {idT}(T,η)) is a monad (in triple form).
Proof. The law (i) µ ◦ (η · T ) = idT is trivial from µ = {idT}(T,η) being a
solution in h of the diagram above for (Z, e) := (T, η), f := idT . The law (ii)
µ ◦ (T · η) = idT follows from (ii-a) µ(1) = idT and (ii-b) µ(1) = µ ◦ (T · η)
where µ(1) = {η}(Id,idId), which are proved from the diagram having at most one
solution in h for (Z, e) := (Id, idId), f := η. The law (iii) µ ◦ (µ ·T ) = µ ◦ (T ·µ)
follows from (iii-a) µ(3) = µ ◦ (µ · T ) and (iii-b) µ(3) = µ ◦ (T · µ) where
µ(3) = {µ}(T ·T,η·η). These are proved from the diagram not having more than
one solution in h for (Z, e) := (T · T, η · η), f := µ (this f is a pointed functor
morphism from (Z, e) to (T, η) by (i)).
Importantly, in the proof of (ii-b), one needs θT,(T,η) ◦ (HT · η) = H(T · η),
which follows from the naturality of θ in the second argument and the ﬁrst
of the coherence conditions on θ. In the proof of (iii-b), one needs θT,(T,η) ◦
(HT ·µ) = H(T ·µ)◦ θT ·T,(T,η) ◦ (θT,(T,η) ·T ), which follows from the naturality
of θ in the second argument and the second of the coherence conditions on
θ. ✷
Once generalized iteration in the sense of Sect. 2.3 is accepted, the proof
that the wellfounded syntax deﬁned by a heterogeneous signature is a sub-
stitution system is as trivial as that of Thm. 3.3. This also motivates the
introduction of θ in the ﬁrst place: in the wellfounded case, we want the the
desideratum for substitution expressed in the notion of heterogeneous substi-
tution system to be fulﬁlled “automatically”.
Theorem 4.3 If [C, C] has an initial (Id + H−)-algebra and a right adjoint
for the functor − · Z : [C, C] → [C, C] for every [C, C]-object Z, then (T, α)
deﬁned by
(T, α) = (µ(Id+H−), inId+H−)
is a heterogeneous substitution system.
Proof. (T, α) is a heterogeneous substitution system with {−} deﬁnable by
{f}(Z,e) = It−·Z,idZ+θ−,(Z,e)Id+H−,Z+H− ( [ f, τ ] )
since the right-hand side is, for any given f , by the characterization of gener-
alized iteration the unique solution in h of the square
Z + (HT ) · Z
idZ+θT,(Z,e) 
α·Z T · Z
h

Z +H(T · Z)
idZ+Hh 
Z +HT
[ f,τ ] T
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and this is the same square that {f}(Z,e) is supposed to be the unique solution
of in h. ✷
The proof in the case of non-wellfounded syntax follows that of the corre-
sponding Thm. 3.4 in the previous section very closely.
Theorem 4.4 If [C, C] has a ﬁnal (Id+H−)-coalgebra, then (T, α) deﬁned by
(T, α) = (ν(Id+H−), out−1Id+H−)
is a heterogeneous substitution system.
Proof. {−} is deﬁnable by
{f}(Z,e) = CorecId+H−( [ (idId +H inrT ·Z,T ) ◦ α−1 ◦ f, inr ◦H inlT ·Z,T ◦ θT,(Z,e) ]
◦(α−1 · Z) )
The right-hand side is, for any given (Z, e) and f , by the characteristic prop-
erty of primitive corecursion, the unique solution in h of the outer square in
the diagram
(∗)
Id+H(T · Z + T )
idId+H[h,idT ]

Z +H(T · Z + T )
[ (idId+H inrT ·Z,T )◦α−1◦f,inr ]

idZ+H[h,idT ]

Z +H(T · Z)
idZ+H inlT ·Z,T

idZ+Hh



**
T · Z
(idZ+θT,(Z,e))◦(α−1·Z)

h

Z +HT
[α−1◦f,inr ]


 [ f,τ ]





Id+HT
α T
α−1

The left-hand side, i.e., {f}(Z,e), must, at the same time, be the unique solution
of the inner square marked (**). But (**) commutes for any h if and only if
the outer square of (*) does. ✷
5 Conclusions and future work
We have demonstrated that substitution in wellfounded and non-wellfounded
syntax with variable binding does not need much more work than in ﬁrst-order
syntax. We still get substitution monads. Apart from the use of generalized
iteration a` la [11] and primitive corecursion (as opposed to coiteration), the es-
sential ingredient is a kind of distributivity parameterized in a pointed functor.
With a functor parameter, neither lambda calculus nor explicit substitution
would have been instances. Had we used a monad parameter, the proofs would
have become circular. Hence, the current deﬁnition seems to be reasonable.
Certainly, one of the next aims is the study of the beneﬁts of our rep-
resentation of substitution for lambda calculi with monotone inductive and
coinductive constructors of rank 2 introduced in [23,1,2]. Another is to prove
the solution theorem for non-wellfounded syntax with variable binding.
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